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makes city ﬂying in the night ethereal and magical... Romantic-optimist emotional and rejoice downto-earth pessimist paint the calculations and how much power should provide such extravagance. And
between the electricity goes not so much because it's not the lighting ordinary incandescent bulbs
where only 4% of the energy goes into the light the remaining 96% of the warm air. For this night of
surrealism used LEDs. To assess this more objectively it is necessary to remember a ﬂashlight. Before
they shone rather dimly batteries very quickly sat down. Now the light ﬂashlights are very bright and
if you use them from case to case batteries lasts for a year and a half. If you take the two
semiconductor with diﬀerent conduction that when a current on the boundary of its transition from
one semiconductor to another there is a glow. It is this phenomenon and is used in lighting ﬁxtures
and glowing semiconductors called LEDs. The advantages of such lighting are undeniable Moreover,
you should pay attention that the design as new LEDs and ways of improving their work does not
stop. Judge for yourself if the ﬁrst samples were rather cumbersome and the roads now and the sizes
are small and the prices are quite normal. Sometimes the ﬁgures appear on the lighting market LEDs
now occupy the niche of equal 6% of turnover. Not surprisingly, their scope extends to the eyes. They
highlights Of course street and Park lighting pull lion the share of the city budget so it is better to
spend money on LEDs and many years to forget about austerity. And what city streets do without
bright signboards of shops, the LEDs will be in place also in Parking lots and on the pump. Their
amorhouse light similar in composition to solar no impact harmful to the eyes of the driver. For the
same reason, i.e. because of the economy and the preservation of normal vision participants of the
movement led lighting all Shire introduced on motorways. Installing LEDs on industrial enterprises can
reduce costs in several articles. In ﬁrst payment for coverage will fall by about the commercials 10
times because when the consumption of 10 watts of lighting power equal to the power of 100-watt
incandescent bulbs. Released from the lighting electricity will be aimed at increasing production
capacity. Also because of the long service life
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